Segmented mirrors present unique challenges to fabrication and testing that are absent for monolithic optics. Since traditional asphere tests do not address segmented optics adequately, we validate a previously developed method to test large quantities of segments accurately, quickly, and economically. In this test, the aspheric shape of each segment is controlled to high accuracy by use of computergenerated holograms, and the radius of curvature is tightly controlled by use of the reference plate. In an adjoining paper ͓Appl Opt 43, 5303 ͑2004͔͒ we developed the theory for this test, and now we present a complete system design and optimization for measuring the 1.4-m segments from a 30-m F͞1 primary. A complete tolerance analysis predicts a test accuracy of 4.8-nm rms surface and excellent accuracy for controlling the geometry of the segment. In addition, a laboratory demonstration using 30-cm optics is presented that demonstrated 3.9-nm rms surface accuracy.
Introduction
Giant primary mirrors are now being designed for ground-and space-based telescopes. As the mirrors get larger, telescope designers must use a mosaic of smaller elements to create the effect of a single continuous mirror. The twin 10-m Keck Telescopes on Mauna Kea in Hawaii are the best-known examples of this segmented-optics technology. 1 The production of mirror segments has several unique requirements 2, 3 : ͑a͒ the relative radii of curvatures ͑ROC͒ need to be matched to an interferometric tolerance, ͑b͒ per-segment test and manufacturing time must be minimized to meet the drastic increase in number of segments needed for giant mirrors, and ͑c͒ alignment accuracy must be tightened to ensure over system performance will not degrade owing to segmentation. Traditional aspherical tests fail to address the requirements of segmented optics; they have no built-in mechanism for establishing relative ROC to an interferometric accuracy, and they do not readily provide a reference for maintaining alignment. In earlier research, 3, 4 we introduce a testing technique that addresses all of these pitfalls. This method uses computergenerated holograms ͑CGH͒ for testing large quantities of off-axis segments.
In this paper, we briefly revisit the theory of operation in Section 2, and in Section 3 we present a complete system design and optimization for testing 634 segments from a 30-m F͞1 primary. 3 In Section 4 we show the complete tolerance analysis and finally, in Section 5, we present results from a laboratory demonstration validating this new method.
Theory of Operation
The new test measures off-axis aspherical mirror segments by use of a CGH and a test plate. It compares a concave segment to a matching-in-size convex spherical reference surface of the test plate. CGHs are used to compensate the aspherical departure of the segments from the spherical reference surface.
The test plate reference surface is chosen to be spherical so it can be cost-effectively manufactured to high accuracy. This reference surface is the only highquality surface required for the test. The test has a near-common path configuration where test and reference beams travel nearly the same optical path. Figure 1 illustrates how this method works, and it is described completely in the adjoining paper. 4 
Case Study
To illustrate the system design and optimization processes described in the adjoining paper we describe a case study for testing a paraboloidal F͞1 30-m Giant Segmented Mirror Telescope concept that is currently being studied by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory ͑NOAO͒. 5 We developed the test for measuring all 618 of the 1.34-m ͑point-to-point dimension͒ hexagonal segments. Since hexagons have six folds of symmetry, only 103 holograms are needed to test all segments. Both the system design and the tolerance analysis given here are from a complete design study performed for NOAO. 6 We optimized the ROC of the reference side of the test plated to be 60.9203 m ͑Figs. 2 and 3͒. This yields a viewing distance of 7.792 m, which does not cause a significant aberration in the illumination. ͑This viewing distance could be decreased if the ROC of the illumination side is reduced and the surface is made into an asphere.͒ Because this surface is a common path in the system, the slope errors as large as 2͞cm cause a surface measurement error of only 0.003. Table 1 summarizes the three system parameters.
Alignment and Error Analysis
The error analysis is divided in two categoriesfigure errors and errors in the definition of the segment location and rotation with respect to the parent primary. Owing to its large aspherical departure, the tolerance on the farthest-out segment is the tightest, so analysis is performed only for T13, the most difficult segment. The test was designed to meet the necessary requirements for this most severe segment and is over-designed for all other segments. The Fig. 1 . New test comparing a concave segment with a convex spherical reference surface of the test plate whose size matches that of the mirror segment. CGHs are used to compensate any aspherical departure of the segment from the spherical reference surface. The test plate reference surface is spherical. Fig. 2 . Optimization of the reference ROC. A ROC of 60.920 m is optimal, because it minimizes the tangential slope. ͑y slope͒ for the extreme segments. Both inner and outer segments have a slope variation of 0.351 mrad; therefore the nominal tilt in the test is three times this, or 1.05 mrad.
results indicate that the test achieves excellent accuracy for controlling both figure errors and a segment position that utilizes the alignment fiducials.
A. Alignment Fiducials
Accurate axis location is achieved by implementing alignment marks on the CGH directly ͑Fig. 4͒ and imaged outside the segment under test. The position of the projected alignment marks will be measured using either a CCD camera or a loupe. The camera or loupe would be aligned with the projected image, and then its position relative to a reference datum would be measured. The distance from this datum to a reference surface on the segments would be controlled to maintain the mechanical alignment of the segment to the optical reference.
B. Figure Error
The figure error described here is defined as a shape error that has a higher spatial frequency than that caused by a misalignment of the segment. Several different components contributing to this error are:
• Wave-front error caused by hologram fabrication inaccuracy.
• Wave-front error caused by errors in the projection optics, which distort the projected images of the hologram.
• Slope errors in the system, typically from refractive-index variations in the test plate, coupled with the slope differences between the two beams.
• Mapping errors that limit the ability to completely back errors out, even if they are known. Table 2 and Test plate inhomogeneity and the reference surface affect the test because the incident beams are not a completely common path. For this test, we use 1152 of tilt across a 1.33-m diameter. This causes 72.6-m shifts between the two beams at the reference surface. For surface errors with a slope of 2͞ cm, this introduces an error of 0.003 . If we assume refractive index variation of 1 ϫ 10
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, with spatial variation of four cycles across the test plate diameter, the transmitted wave front would have 0.3͞cm slopes. Since only the test beam goes through the small air gap, it experiences a small net shear difference of 10 m, which causes 0.0003 error in the test.
The error budget for the projection optics is more complicated and is determined by direct simulation through a multistep process. To the first order, errors in the projection optics do not affect the test accuracy since both wave fronts go through the projection optics together. In reality, there is a small shear between the two beams in the optical space between the hologram where the two beams separate and the test plate where the two beams are recombined. Table 3 , where the effect of projection optics errors is tabulated, is generated by a three-step process. First perturbing each entry the appropriate amount, then realigning the system by use of simulated fiducials, and finally directly comparing the test wave front to the reference wave front. Segment misalignment and error in segment ROC obtained from the previous step is retained and separated from the figure error. The projection system designed for this particular test system has magnification of 40 ϫ and consists of two lenses. Perturbed elements for each lens include two radii of curvatures, two surface figures, inhomogeneity, a wedge angle, and lens position errors such as decenter and tilt. Also included among the perturbed elements are the position of the hologram, the ROC and the wedge of the reference surface, and the thickness and the refractive index of the test plate.
The last main error source that contributes to the overall figure error involves the calibration of the reference surface. Before the aspheric segment can be measured, the reference surface of the test plate must be calibrated using a concave reference sphere ͑RS͒. This sequence is depicted in Fig. 6 . Multiple errors are accumulated through this process. Start with the calibration of the reference sphere. Measurement of RS is accurate to 0.003 rms by use of a direct shifting interferometer. In addition to this error, there is a limit to how accurately we can remove the errors from the RS measurement out of the reference surface measurement. This inability to completely back out the error introduces approximately 0.0058 rms wave-front uncertainty if we assume that RS has surface slope of 0.02͞cm and a mapping error of 2.5 mm. Table 4 summarizes the error budget for measuring the figure from the test plate's reference surface and the RS.
We require tight control on the magnification of the CGH to the test plate. Our alignment procedure uses fiducial marks from the CGH to act as a reference. We envision a ring of six alignment marks fabricated on the same substrate outside the hologram. The FWHM for each mark is ϳ200 m at the mirror segment. The spacing of the test plate to the projection lenses will be adjusted to position the fiducial marks with the correct spacing. We assume 0.1-mm accuracy for determining the position of each of the six images 1340 mm apart. Taking averaging into account, our ability to determine scale will be limited to 31 parts per million ͑0.1 mm͌͞6͞1340 mm͒. The test errors due to this scale effect are simulated and show up in Table 5 .
C. Uncertainty in Segment Location
Following the same analysis process, the accuracy of determining the segment location is summarized in Tables 6 and 7 . The test is expected to position the segment within Ϯ0.106 mm ͑radially͒ and Ϯ0.006 deg ͑rotationally͒ and match the ROC to within Ϯ0.39 mm ͑Ϯ24.1-nm surface sag͒. The equivalent rms wave-front errors corresponding to these alignment errors are summarized in Table 8 . Derivation for all terms is given. 
Experimental Validation
The CGH testing method described in Section 2 was validated in a laboratory where a planoconvex test plate was used to measure a concave sphere of known surface quality. A CGH was designed and used in the same manner as the asphere test, but the pattern corresponded to the testing of a sphere. This changes very little in the test sensitivity, as a large tilt carrier always dominates the hologram and its sensitivity.
A. Optical Configuration and Results
The optical system that we used to validate the computer models for the test design and the error analysis included the following:
1. Matching 30-cm test plate and test sphere. 3. An off-the-shelf biconvex lens F ϭ 200 mm ͑as the projection system͒.
4. An off-the-shelf planoconcave lens F ϭ 50.2 mm ͑as the imaging system͒.
Phase shifting was done by translating the test sphere, and this movement is accomplished by positioning three piezoelectric transducers on the back of the test surface.
A sample CGH used for the test is shown in Fig. 7  ͑magnified 10x , or every line represents 10 optical path difference͒. Clearly, the dominating term is the carrier tilt fringe. A sample interferogram is shown in Fig. 8 , and the correspnding surface map from the raw data is shown in Fig. 9 .
In this experiment, we designed a system for the CGH test and devised a traditional method to measure the same test surface in the same setup without using the hologram. The new method uses both first and zeroth diffraction orders, whereas the traditional method compares the reference surface directly with the test surface, with no CGH. We then added the hologram to the design and built the setup in the laboratory. The as-built system departed slightly from the nominal design, so both measurements needed a small correction. For the validation, we modeled the laboratory setup in a computer simulation and backed out the residual effect. The test sphere was measured with the new method and a traditional method. For the traditional method, we used only the zeroth order of the CGH in the same test setup ͑which is equivalent to not using CGH͒. Both were corrected with as-built data. Figure 10 shows the results from these two methods. Note that these results are the average of many measurements. This is because individual measurements of the test have smaller random errors that are caused by environmental and͞or electronic noises. Since these noises are small in amplitude and are assumed to be uncorrelated, the average of measurements reduces the effect of these noises on the measurement to a negligible level, according to
where N is the final noise in the averaged measurement result, M is the number of measurements, and n i is the individual noise in the ith measurement. A direct subtraction of the two measurements gives a difference of 0.0116 rms wave front. This result is consistent with the expected error 0.0124 rms wave front, detailed in Section 5.B. This validates the computer model used for the tolerance analysis very well. In addition, tolerance analysis shows that instead of the use of an off-the-shelf BK7 lens as the projection system, the measurement accuracy can be improved to 0.0056 rms wave front if the quality of the projection lens can be improved from ͞4 peakto-valley ͑PV͒ surface to ͞8 PV surface. One last noteworthy point is that this experiment validation only serves as "proof of concept" and was completed without the aid of alignment fiducial marks that were to be etched on the CGH. Fiducial marks allow for an accurate registration of the CGH with respect to the position of the surface under test. In the absence of these marks, the only aberration we could visually remove from the interferogram is the defocus ͑by nulling out the interferogram͒. The result shown in Fig. 12 predicts that if residual coma and astigmatism can be taken out of the measurement, the net accuracy would on the order of 0.007 rms wave front.
B. Error Analysis and Lessons Learned
Detailed error analysis was performed on the computer model of the system to obtain the theoretical accuracy of the test. From Fig. 13 and Table 9 we see that three dominating errors are from the surface irregularities of the projection lens and from the surface slope of the illumination surface of the test plate. One important lesson learned form this experiment is that coaxial setup is a very effective way to improve the test accuracy. From Fig. 13 we see that three dominating errors are from the surface irregularities of the projection lens and from the surface slope of the illumination surface of the test plate. The first two ͑from the same lens͒ are relatively inexpensive to correct, as the size of the projection lens is only 
C. Interferometer Repeatability
The repeatability of a test is an important performance gauge, as it shows how accurately does one measurement matches the next one. The repeatability is calculated by subtracting two consecutive measurements. For each of the measurements, tilt and focus are optimized to minimize the number of fringes across the CCD ͑i.e., the most fluffed-out fringes͒. Fig. 14 shows the result of subtracting two consecutive measurements. It shows that the rms noise is approximately 0.009 ͑wave front͒.
Conclusion
The results presented in this paper show that the new method of measuring off-axis aspherical segments with CGH and a test plate achieves excellent results. Documented in this paper is a complete case study that uses this innovative method for measuring 618 segments from a 30-m F͞1 primary. The first-order proof-of-concept experiment shown here provides a compelling validation for this method's accuracy, repeatability, and cost effectiveness. Valuable lessons learned from this experiment provides a good launching pad for the next logic step, which is to carry this experiment one step further to test an offaxis asphere ͑currently in progress to be manufactured at the time of writing this paper͒.
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